
B.A. Semester III (Honours) Examination, 2018-19

SOCIOLOGY

Course ID: 31112 Course Code: AHSOC-302C-6

Course Title: Political and Economic Sociology

Time:  2 Hours Full Marks: 40

The figures in the right hand side margin indicate marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

øé¬Ì õ∂±ôL√¶ö ¸—‡…±&ø˘ √õ∂Àùüı˛ ¬Û”Ì«˜±ÀÚı˛ øÚÀ«˙fl¬/
¬Ûı˛œé¬±Ô«œÀı˛ ˚Ô±¸y¬ı øÚÀÊı˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±˚˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı/

1. Answer any five of the following questions: 2×5=10

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬Û“±‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –
(a) Define Political Sociology.

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ¸˜±ÊÓ¬ÀMWı˛ ¸—:± ±›/

(b) What is State?

ı˛±©Üò fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑

(c) What is meant by Government?

¸ı˛fl¬±ı˛ ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±Á¬±˚˛∑

(d) What is meant by Political Parties?

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ˘ ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±Á¬±˚˛∑

(e) What is Political Socialisation?

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ¸±˜±øÊfl¬œfl¬ı˛Ì fl¬±Àfl¬ ıÀ˘∑

(f) Write the names of two MNCs.

≈øÈ¬ ıUÊ±øÓ¬fl¬ ¸—¶ö±ı˛ Ú±˜ Œ˘À‡±/

(g) What is meant by authority?

fl¬Ó‘¬«Q ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±Á¬±˚˛∑

(h) Who are called citizens?

Ú±·øı˛fl¬ fl¬±Àı˛ ı˘± ˝˚˛∑

2. Answer any four of the following questions: 5×4=20

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬‰¬±ı˛øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) Write the differences between Political Party and Pressure group.

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ˘ › ‰¬±¬Û ¸‘ø©Üfl¬±ı˛œ Œ·±á¬œı˛ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬…&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/
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(b) What are the different types of authorities?

fl¬Ó‘¬«ÀQı˛ √õ∂fl¬±ı˛Àˆ¬&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/

(c) Write the characteristics of bureaucracy.

’±˜˘±Ó¬ÀLaı˛ Δıø˙©Ü…&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/

(d) Write the differences between Capitalism and Socialism.

¬Û“≈øÊı± › ¸˜±ÊÓ¬ÀLaı˛ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬…&ø˘ Œ˘À‡±/

(e) Write a short note on democracy as a type of political rule.

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ˙±¸ÀÚı˛ √õ∂fl¬±ı˛ ø˝À¸Àı ·ÌÓ¬ÀLaı˛ Î¬◊¬Ûı˛ ¤fl¬øÈ¬ È¬œfl¬± Œ˘À‡±/

(f) What are the demerits of globalisation?

øıù´±˚˛ÀÚı˛ SnøÈ¬&ø˘ fl¬œ fl¬œ∑

3. Answer any one of the following questions: 10×1=10

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) Discuss the nature and subject matter of Political Sociology.

ı˛±ÊÕÚøÓ¬fl¬ ¸˜±ÊÓ¬ÀMWı˛ √õ∂fl‘¬øÓ¬ › øı¯∏˚˛ıd ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/
(b) Discuss the various arguments in favour of sustainable developement.

ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ¸˜À˚˛ ø¶öøÓ¬˙œ˘ Î¬◊iß˚˛ÀÚı˛ ≈̊øMê&ø˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

___________
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